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ABSTRACT  

 

Research suggests that social media is arguably more I mportant for small businesses 

because they often lack the traditional resources to market their products or services. However, it 

is often difficult for small businesses managers to implement social media due to the many 

demands on their time and limited staff. The infographic visually displays the tools small 

businesses can use to save time when implementing social media, through an interactive long-

form infographic designed specifically for the web. 

 

This paper explores how small businesses use social media; the hurdles small businesses 

face when implementing social media; and how different social media platforms speak to 

different demographics. It also provides an overview of the design process, the project’s 

production, and the design rules that were used in the creation and design of the infographic. In 

addition, it will include a project analysis with the challenges involved in the project and the 

project’s limitations. It also suggests future project directions related to this topic. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

 

Social media is important for businesses because it allows them to communicate with, 

listen to, and learn from their customers in a way they have never been able to do before (Jones, 

Borgman, Ulusoy, 611). “Companies are implementing social media for marketing, advertising, 

employee recruitment, and overall communications with employees, clients, and partners” 

(Schaupp, Be´langer, 187).  

 

Social Media is arguably more important for small businesses primarily because such 

businesses lack the traditional resources to market their products or services (Jones, Borgman, 

Ulusoy, 611). Also, small businesses may have limited means, since the owners often wear many 

hats in the organization, and, as a result, have many demands on their time (Schaupp, Be´langer, 

187).  

 

It takes small businesses much time and dedication to provide original, interesting 

content on a regular basis with social media (Jones, Borgman and Ulusoy, 626). The 2016 Social 

Media Marketing Social Media Industry Report found that 63% of marketers are using social 

media for 6 hours or more and 39% for 11 or more hours weekly (Stelzner, 15). A significant 

percentage, 19% of marketers, spend more than 20 hours each week on social media (Stelzner, 

15). Along with utilizing the benefits of social media, small business owners must also make 

sure that operations are run efficiently, finances are well taken care of, and employees are both 

productive and satisfied with their employment (Schaupp, Be´langer, 187). 

 

Social media can be overwhelming if business managers don’t have the proper 

knowledge or tools (Council). Whether it’s to create or repurpose content, to find the best way to 

engage with their online community or to create a comprehensive posting schedule, having the 

right social media management tools is crucial to the success of a small business (Council). 

 

The Case for an Infographic  

 

There are numerous social media management tools a small business can utilize to save 

time when implementing social media. To consume the sheer number of social media tools in the 

traditional article format can be overwhelming especially since the management tools themselves 

are constantly changing. The benefit of an information graphic or infographic is that the human 

mind can perceive visual information very quickly and in a more efficient and permanent manner 

than written information.  

 

In my preliminary research, I found no existing infographics that were designed to help 

small businesses save time when implanting social media. Eventually after looking at numerous 

infographics, I managed to find an infographic that specifically focused on social media tools. 

However, it contained much textual information which is not an effective way to retain the 

audience’s interest or to help them understand the information presented (Dikson). The aim of 

the infographic was different than the infographic I created as it was not geared specifically to 

small businesses nor did it address the demographics of each of the social media platforms. It is 

important and interesting to address the demographics in the infographic because small 
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businesses managers can then decide which social media platform to focus on depending on the 

preferences of their customers.    

 

The information graphic I designed will tell the story of how small businesses can save 

time when implementing social media.  

 

Project Goals 

 

Research statement. The purpose of this project is to create an information graphic using 

Piktochart and ThingLink software to visually display the tools small businesses can use to save 

time when implementing social media.  

 

Audience. The intended audience for this project are small businesses that have many demands 

on their time and limited staff. Specifically, the infographic will be designed for the Small 

Business Trends website at https://smallbiztrends.com/ 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The goal of this project is to design an infographic on time saving social media tools for 

small businesses.  In reviewing the academic literature, it is necessary to define related terms to 

form a foundation for discussion. Definitions of both information graphics and social media must 

be clarified. 

 

Information Graphics Defined 

 

Information graphics, or infographics, are the visualization of data that aims to concisely 

convey complex information to an audience in a way that can be quickly understood (Smiciklas, 

3). İnanç and Dur state the purpose of infographics is to present intense and complex data 

content in a regular and perceivable manner (İnanç, Dur, 1). The human mind can perceive visual 

information transfer very quickly and in a more efficient and permanent manner than written or 

verbal information (İnanç, Dur, 1).  

 

Infographics are everywhere including usage manuals, touristic city maps, annual activity 

reports, medical prospectuses, bills, kiosks, newspapers, magazines and on TV (İnanç, Dur, 9). 

Every day tens of thousands of infographics are shared on the websites of newspapers and 

magazines, blogs and social media (İnanç, Dur, 9). Infographics have gained prevalence in social 

media and on websites both with their static versions and with the interactive versions of the 

Internet medium (İnanç, Dur, 9). 

 

Static versions of infographics, whether in print or online, are limited only to seeing and 

reading (İnanç, Dur, 9). However, in interactive infographics there are various applications open 

to user interaction (İnanç, Dur, 9). Innac and Dur state that interactive infographics can bear 

much more information compared to their static versions, accommodate various applications 

open to user interaction, and in this way, they invite the user inside the information and provide 

her/him to set more bonds with the information (İnanç, Dur, 9). 

 

https://smallbiztrends.com/
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Static infographics on the Internet are limited because only a certain section of the 

infographic can be viewed and only a certain amount of information can be presented (İnanç, 

Dur, 11). Loading too much information on a static infographic would make it incomprehensible 

and inextricable (İnanç, Dur, 11). 

 

On the other hand, interactive infographics don’t have these limitations (İnanç, Dur, 11). 

Interactive infographics have the advantage that no matter how much information it contains the 

general structure of the infographic looks neat and clear (İnanç, Dur, 11). From a user 

perspective they are able to view only the information that they need and can use the interactive 

features of the infographic for more detailed information (İnanç, Dur, 11). I chose to design an 

interactive infographic for small businesses for this project to eliminate the limitations of the 

static infographic.  

 

From a business perspective, infographics are often simply referred to as “explanation 

graphics” as termed by Nigel Holmes (Smiciklas, 5). Infographics can help business managers or 

marketers to communicate the following: thought leadership and product features; business 

process and service options to customers; ideas and policies to staff; and corporate philosophy 

and strategy to investors (Smiciklas, 5). Infographics are not used only for external 

communication, they are equally effective when used to enhance internal communication 

(Smiciklas, 5). 

 

Smiciklas states that business information can be divided into the following groups: 

 

• Statistics—metrics such as sales, revenue, market research, surveys  

 

• Process—manufacturing, customer service, sales funnel, lead generation, supply chain  

 

• Ideas—concepts, theories, thought leadership, ideology  

 

• Chronology—history, order of events, timelines, schedules  

 

• Geography—locations, metrics by region  

 

• Anatomy—ingredients, components, lists  

 

• Hierarchy—organizational structure, needs assessment  

 

• Relationships—internal, external, people, products/services  

 

• Personality—brand humanization, organizational culture 

 

(Source: Smiciklas, 6)     

 

The popularity of data visualization and its use in traditional media have resulted in many 

people being familiar with statistics being represented in infographics (Smiciklas, 6). Business 

owners, marketers, and managers tend to overlook the use of infographics to communicate other 
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types of information such as process, ideas, chronology, geography, anatomy, hierarchy, 

relationships and personality (Smiciklas, 6). Following Smiciklas types of information, the 

infographic that I designed would be in categories of anatomy and statistics.      

 

Social Media Defined 

 

Social Media is on the top of the agenda of many business owners and managers (Kaplan, 

Haenlein, 59). Many business executives try to identify ways in which firms can make profitable 

use of applications such as Wikipedia, YouTube, Facebook, Second Life, and Twitter (Kaplan, 

Haenlein, 59). Despite this interest in social media, there seems to be very limited understanding 

of what the term ‘‘Social Media’’ exactly means (Kaplan, Haenlein, 59). 

 

Many definitions of social media in the academic literature focus on the customer. For 

example, Blackshaw and Nazzaro (2006) define social media as customer generated media 

which includes new sources of online information that is created, initiated, circulated and used 

by customers who educate each other about a wide range of issues (Ray, Dionne, 391). “For 

Mangold and Faulds (2009), social media is also consumer driven by enabling one person to 

communicate with literally hundreds or thousands of other consumers quickly and with relatively 

little effort” (Ray, Dionne, 391). Keller and Fay (2012), define social media as the collaborative 

use of technology to integrate social interaction with the customers to elaborate the brand and to 

create new content (Ray, Dionne, 391).   

 

Kaplan and Haenlein define social media as a group of Internet-based applications that 

build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation 

and exchange of User Generated Content (Kaplan, Haenlein, 61). Within Kaplan and Haenlein’s 

general definition, there are various types of Social Media that need to be distinguished further 

(Kaplan, Haenlein, 61).  

 

It is evident from the literature that there is no systematic way in which different social 

media types can be categorized. Although most people would probably agree that Wikipedia, 

YouTube, Facebook, and Second Life are all part of social media, there is no systematic way in 

which different Social Media applications can be categorized (Kaplan, Haenlein, 61). 

Regardless, social media types can be categorized (Kaplan, Haenlein, 61). In addition, new sites 

appear in cyberspace every day, so it is important that any classification scheme considers new 

applications (Kaplan, Haenlein, 61). Kaplan and Haenlein’s classification of social media 

includes collaborative projects (e.g. Wikipeida), blogs, content communities (e.g., YouTube), 

social networking sites (e.g., Facebook), virtual game worlds (e.g., World of Warcraft), and 

virtual social worlds (Second Life) (Kaplan, Haenlein, 62-64). Karimi and Naghibi state that 

social media types may include social networks (Facebook, Myspace, and LinkedIn), micro-

blogs (Twitter, Plurk, and Friend Feed), reviews and ratings (Yelp, Amazon, and Trip Advisor), 

video (YouTube and Vimeo), and more (Karimi, Naghibi, 88).   
 

Social media enables businesses to engage consumers in a timely and direct manner at 

relatively low cost and higher levels of efficiency than with more traditional communication 

tools (Karimi, Naghibi, 88). Social media is not only appropriate for large organizations, but also 

for small and medium sized businesses (Karimi, Naghibi, 88). 
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Ben provides us with an example of why he is using social media to inform his 

current and potential customers: “It is efficient... The costs to use social media are 

reasonable… With Facebook you can send you message directly to your 

customers … Traditional marketing, it isn’t worth the cost; the return on 

investment isn’t worth the cost for us. Traditional marketing does not allow us to 

reach our customers, it isn’t worth it”. Ann gives us another example of how and 

why they use it to inform customers, “ We use the "apps" and the other products 

that Facebook offer.... We try to reach people outside the province as well as 

local customers… When we have specials and other things like that, that's when 

we make the promotions on social media. There's also a contest we do every 

month on Facebook. …” . Carol says, “Advertising in brochures, magazines and 

stuff like that doesn’t work for us… with our Facebook and Web Page we can 

promote directly to our customers. Last summer, we have a customer who calls us 

to check if we have a room... 15 minutes later he was here…. He told us that he 

had found us on Facebook”. The reason Denise is using it is, “to generate sales 

…It brings us customers we would not have otherwise”.  

 

 (Source: Roy, Dionne, 395) 

 

There are many important reasons for small businesses to implement social media. Roy 

and Dionne state that the top two benefits of social media marketing are increasing exposure and 

increasing traffic (Roy, Dionne, 392 ). Jones, Borgman and Ulusoy found benefits from the use 

of websites and social media sites include an increase in awareness and inquiries, enhanced 

relationships with customers, an increase in the number of new customers, enhanced ability to 

reach customers on a global scale, and co-promotion of local businesses that enhance the image 

of small businesses in the region (Jones, Borgman, Ulusoy, 611). Karimi and Naghibi state that 

indeed social networks can increase product and brand awareness, web traffic, customer loyalty; 

but social networks also improve the company’s Search Engine Optimization, and even increase 

the success of new product launches (Karimi and Naghibi, 94). 

 

Hurdles Small Businesses Face When Implementing Social Media 

 

Small businesses are starting to see social media as a positive and useful tool for 

business. Still, Cesaroni and Consoli found that social media is often introduced in small 

businesses because companies feel "forced" to use them as "all other companies do it" (Cesaroni, 

Consoli, 266).  

 

Roy, Maxwell and Carson found that some businesses encounter problems when they use 

social media, even if they see social media as a positive and useful tool for their business (Roy, 

Maxwell and Carson, 129-130). 

 

Mielach (2013) in a Fox News report and Beesley (2013), a Community Moderator for 

the Small Business Administration (SBA), observed some reasons why small businesses 

minimally used social media: 

 

• “I don’t know.” 
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• “I’m too busy.” 

 

• “I don’t know which social media site is right for my business.” 

 

• “I tried it but it didn’t work.” 

 

• “I don’t have enough updates to keep my site looking active.” 

 

(Source: Roy, Maxwell and Carson, 129-130) 

 

Although social media is quite common among small businesses all over the world, small 

businesses are not always able to use these tools in a truly effective way due to limited 

technological skills, financial resources, and time. Roy, Maxwell and Carson interviewed four 

small to medium size businesses in central Arkansas to investigate how social media is used in 

their day-to-day operations (Roy, Maxwell Carson, 127). The study found that social media is 

influenced by ease of use, affordability, and availability of time to implement or the availability 

of technical support (Roy, Maxwell, Carson, 134). Jones, Borgman and Ulusoy found small 

businesses faced several constraints or hurdles (Jones, Borgman and Ulusoy, 626). All the 

managers in the study had limited resources in terms of staff and money and their own time was 

scarce (Jones, Borgman and Ulusoy, 626). It takes much time and dedication to provide original, 

interesting content on a regular basis with social media (Jones, Borgman and Ulusoy, 626).  

Along with utilizing the benefits of social media, small business owners must also make sure that 

operations are run efficiently, finances are well taken care of, and employees are both productive 

and satisfied with their employment (Schaupp, Be´langer, 187).  

 

Marketing is different for small businesses than large businesses. Karimi and Naghibi 

found that researchers widely agree that marketing practiced in small firms is different from that 

of large organizations (Karimi and Naghibi, 93). Small business marketing has been described as 

informal, unstructured, spontaneous, and reactive (Karimi and Naghibi, 93). Roy and Dionne’s 

study showed that some small businesses were more marketing orientated when using social 

media platforms than others, but not to the extent of larger businesses (Roy, Dionne, 394).  

 

When choosing content that would be published on the different platforms many of the 

small businesses choices were often based on the personal choices of the person in charge of the 

platforms and not necessarily according to a formal marketing strategy (Roy, Dionne, 394).  

 

Beatrix gives us an example, “I use my gut to sell; for instance, if we make too 

much of something, we have a contest to give the extras away.” Dora does the 

same. She says, “I think I look at if the product will appeal to our customers. You 

know there’s a lot of things that may not appeal to someone that is using a social 

media platform. I make sure the post on Twitter is going to be different than the 

post on Facebook. A lot of that is because on Twitter I’ll use the hashtags and I 

don’t want that to show up on Facebook. We’ll put stuff on Facebook that we 

don’t put on Twitter because we can put more stuff on Facebook like images.” 
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(Source: Roy, Maxwell, Carson, 132) 

 

Cesaroni and Consoli used a qualitative method, based on inductive multiple case 

research to understand how small Italian enterprises use social media (Cesaroni, Consoli, 260). 

The results showed that very often business managers transfer to the company the use of 

technological tools that that they have used only in their private life (Cesaroni, Consoli, 266). In 

many of these cases, however, the social media are not able to change the company's competitive 

position and add value for the customer (Cesaroni, Consoli, 266). In fact, their use is largely 

underestimated, precisely because social media are not involved in a comprehensive strategic 

plan that includes process management and marketing (Cesaroni, Consoli, 266). Atanassova and 

Clark state that small businesses often do not have the requisite time, resources or training for 

strategic development (Atanassova, Clark, 163). They struggle with implementing brand and 

marketing communication plans, and are often not sufficiently organized to carry out marketing 

activities or forecast demands  (Atanassova, Clark, 163). 

 

Research backs up the fact that small businesses need help. Jones, Borgman and Ulusoy 

findings demonstrated that these businesses need help (Jones, Borgman and Ulusoy, 626). 

Despite facing multiple constraints (knowledge, time, finances), what they do with their limited 

resources is remarkable (Jones, Borgman and Ulusoy, 626). However. Jones, Borgman and 

Ulusoy research suggests that there is a role for training and consulting to help these businesses 

overcome their lack of knowledge and resources (Jones, Borgman and Ulusoy, 626). Jones, 

Borgman and Ulusoy state that the positive aspect is that it would not take a huge investment to 

help them (Jones, Borgman and Ulusoy, 626). 

 

Duffy explains, one-way small businesses can save time is to efficiently manage all their 

social-media profiles from one place with a social media-aggregator app (Duffy). These apps, let 

a small business post to Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and other social sites from one place as 

well as read incoming direct messages and replies (Duffy). Some examples are HootSuite, 

TweetDeck, Seesmic, or the Hibari Mac app. (Duffy). If a social media-aggregator app sounds 

like it’s more than the business needs, an alternative way to manage multiple updates is to daisy-

chain various social networking sites together (Duffy). For example, there is a free service called 

IFTTT, which stands for “If this, then that.” (Duffy) The user can set up a rule that says, “If I 

post to Twitter then also post the same thing to Facebook” (Duffy). The user doesn’t need to 

know any code in order to use it (Duffy). 

 

How Small Businesses Use Social Media 

 

Facebook is the primary social platform for many small businesses.  Roy and Dionee 

found that Facebook is the primary social platform used by all businesses, regardless of their size 

(Roy, Dionne, 390). All the small businesses in the study had a web site and were using it 

conjointly with their Facebook page to promote their business (Roy, Dionne, 394). Roy, 

Maxwell and Carson found that Facebook and company websites, the most common platforms, 

were used to reach both current and potential customers as well as to implement promotional 

programs for customers (Roy, Maxwell and Carson, 134). Jones, Borgman and Ulusoy found 

that Facebook was used the most (82 percent) followed by YouTube, Twitter, and LinkedIn  

Jones, Borgman and Ulusoy, 613). According to the 2016 Social Media Marketing Social Media 
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Industry Report Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, YouTube, Google+, Instagram, and Pinterest were 

the top seven platforms used by marketers, with Facebook leading the pack by a long shot 

(Stelzner, 23). All the other platforms were not nearly as popular as these top seven (Stelzner, 

23). The choice of Facebook by small businesses may possibly be explained by the comment 

made by Ben. He says “This is the most popular and most effective platform for what we do”. 

(Roy, Dionne, 394 ) 

  

Twitter is also a widely used social platform for small businesses but not to the extent of 

Facebook. Roy and Dionee discovered Twitter to be another widely used social media platform 

among small businesses, however, it is usually used minimally (Roy, Dionne, 394 ). Perry 

studied a random sample of restaurant retailers, privately held, with 50 or fewer employees 

(Perry, 99). The random sample was then culled to include only those restaurant retailers with an 

online presence (Perry, 99). Perry found that Facebook was used by all but one restaurant and 

Twitter by one-third of the restaurants in the study (Perry, 100). Jones, Borgman and Ulusoy 

state that a study at Northwestern University showed that Facebook and Twitter drive more than 

half of all traffic to small business websites (Jones, Borgman and Ulusoy, 613). 

 

Even though blogging is considered among the most popular social media platforms, it 

clearly is not being used as much in small businesses. Surprisingly, none of the small businesses 

surveyed in Roy and Dionee’s study were blogging even though blogs are considered among the 

most popular social media platforms according to quite a few research studies (Roy, Dionne, 

394). 

 

Interestingly, different industries focus on different social medium platforms. The use of 

four popular social media platforms (LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube, and Facebook) can also be 

linked to various industries (Roy, Maxwell, Carson, 128).  

 

Roy, Maxwell and Carson state that, as noted in the Hubspot report, social media is 

commonly linked to the following industries: 

 

• LinkedIn: consulting, biotech, pharmaceutical, manufacturing, advertising, banking, and 

publishing 

 

• Twitter: oil, spas, insurance, hotel, lawyers, and fashion 

 

• YouTube: video games, music, and healthcare 

• Facebook: cell phones, movies, restaurants, and travel 

 

(Source: Roy, Maxwell Carson, 128-129) 

 

How Different Social Media Platforms Speak to Different Demographics  

 

While many small businesses rely heavily on Facebook when implementing social media, 

they may be missing important groups of people by not expanding to other social media 

platforms. As a result, businesses may be missing some of their customer base by putting all their 

efforts into only one or two social media platforms.  
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It is essential that we examine the literature on the demographics of who uses each of the 

social media platforms. Unfortunately, the research is very limited on different demographics 

(ex. age, gender, race, etc.) and their use of different social media platforms. However, by 

looking at the research on demographics, small businesses can determine which social media 

platforms would best be suited to their business. Duffy states that just because a business 

manager or marketer reads about Pinterest or Instagram attracting millions of users, it doesn’t 

mean their business will benefit from being one those sites (Duffy). Business managers must 

decide where to spend their social time based on the desired results and the likelihood of payoff 

(Duffy). 

The Pew Research Center found that young adults are more likely than older adults to use 

social media (Duggan, Brenner, 1). Also, research results showed that women, African 

Americans, and Latinos show high interest in sites like Twitter, Instagram, and Pinterest 

(Duggan, Brenner, 1). 

Twitter is used most by people under 50 with those 18-29 most likely to use Twitter 

(Duggan, Brenner, 4).  Twitter is used significantly more among urban dwellers than both 

suburban and rural residents (Duggan, Brenner, 4). Mislove, Lehmann, Ahn, Onnela, and 

Rosenquist found that Twitter users are more likely to live within populous counties, are 

predominantly male, and the distribution of race/ethnicity is highly geographically-dependent 

(Mislove, Lehmann, Ahn, Onnela, and Rosenquist, 554). 

 

Pinterest is most likely to be used by whites, young people, the well-educated, those with 

higher income, and women (Duggan, Brenner, 5). The Pew Research Center found that it is 

equally popular among those 18-29 and 30-49 (Duggan, Brenner, 5). Women are about five 

times as likely to use Pinterest than men (Duggan, Brenner, 5). 

 

Women are more likely than men to use Instagram, as are those under 50 (Duggan, 

Brenner, 6). African-Americans and Hispanics are more likely to use Instagram, along with 

urban residents (Duggan, Brenner, 6). 

 

The Pew Research Center results showed that Tumblr is significantly less popular among 

internet users than the other social networking sites (Duggan, Brenner, 7). It is much more 

popular, however, among those 18-29 (Duggan, Brenner, 7). 

 

Facebook remains the most-used social networking platform with two-thirds of adults 

saying that they are Facebook users (Duggan, Brenner, 8). Women are more likely than men to 

use Facebook than men and it is especially common among younger adults (Duggan, Brenner, 

8). Although young adults continue to report using Facebook at high rates, older adults are 

joining in increasing numbers (Greenwood). 

 

 LinkedIn has long been especially popular with college graduates and high income 

earners, and this trend continues to hold true (Greenwood). 
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Usage Demographics for Different Technological Devices 

 

As the world grows increasingly digital there are many choices as to how to tap into it 

(Anderson). For many Americans, one device is not enough (Anderson). Research found that 

66% of Americans own at least two digital devices – smartphone, desktop or laptop computer, or 

tablet – and 36% own all three (Anderson). 

  

The age group most likely to own multiple devices is 30- to 49-year-olds, half of them 

reporting owning all three devices (Anderson). Individuals more affluent and those with more 

formal education are also more lkely to own multiple devices (Anderson). Whites are more likely 

than blacks to have all three gadgets, while men and women are equally likely to do so 

(Anderson). 

 

Research shows that owners of multiple digital devices use the internet more frequently, 

go online from multiple locations and are especially more likely than others to use the internet 

while “on the go” (Anderson).  

 

The most popular technology devices are cell phones, especially for adults under the age 

of 65 (Zickuhr). Text messaging and taking photos are the two non-voice functions that are 

widely popular among cell phone users (Zickuhr). Millennials are the most likely group to take 

advantage of a wider range of functions (Zickuhr). Most cell phone owners only use two of the 

main non-voice functions on their phones: taking pictures and text messaging (Zickuhr). A 

majority of millennials, however, use their phones also for going online, sending email, playing 

games, listening to music, and recording videos (Zickuhr). 

 

Desktop computers are most popular with adults ages 35-65 and millennials are the only 

generation that is more likely to own a laptop computer or netbook than a desktop (Zickuhr). 

 

Tablet computers, such as the iPad, are most popular with American adults age 65 and 

younger with 4% of all adults owning this device (Zickuhr). 

 

III. METHODOLOGY 

 

Project Overview  

 

This project involved the creation of an infographic that presents the data and tells the 

story of how small businesses can save time when implementing social media. The infographic is 

interactive in that certain graphical components will contain links to websites and additional text 

can be obtained when hovering over the icons. An interactive infographic was the optimal 

approach because it was being designed for the web and would allow users to connect directly 

with the social media tools that would ultimately help their small business.  

 

The interactive infographic was created using Piktochart and Thinglink software. It will 

be stored on the ThingLink server and can be viewed on the web at: 

https://www.thinglink.com/scene/974839746058518531  

 

https://www.thinglink.com/scene/974839746058518531
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Thinglink develops tools for image interaction that allow content sharing via online 

images (Thinglink). The purpose of ThingLink, according to its developers, is to allow photos 

and other images to be made into web links, mainly for advertising and education (Thinglink). 

ThingLink launched Rich Media Tags in 2011, making interacting with different social content 

platforms possible within a single image (Thinglink).  

 

“When linked with a URL to one of the rich media enabled sites, a tag appears revealing 

the related content” (Thinglink). The tags are then revealed every time a viewer scrolls their 

mouse over the uploaded image (Thinglink). Users of ThingLink can also include links to other 

social networks, blogs, news and commerce sites that are yet to have Rich Media Tags created 

(Thinglink). 

 

This infographic was designed to be accessed on three devices: smartphones, tablets, and 

laptop/desktop computers. Millennial small business owners may be more likely to use a 

smartphone to access the infographic on the web. The design is such that it can be viewed on any 

of these devices and will reach small business managers no matter their age. Although not 

necessarily a negative, more scrolling will be needed when viewing the infographic in landscape 

view on a smartphone.  

 

It was also designed so that each link will open in a new tab. This way, the small business 

owner can still see the infographic at the top of their screen and allowing for switching from tab 

to tab will make it easier for them to understand the information presented in the infographic.  

 

Preparing for Design Process 

 

First, I explored infographics that existed on the topic. I did not find any infographics that 

were specifically on the topic of time saving social media tools for small businesses. I did find an 

infographic that addressed the broad topic entitled 10 Top Tools for Social Media Automation. 

However, this infographic does not specifically focus on small businesses, it is heavily textual, 

and is not interactive. It is not user friendly in that the user is unable to click on the social media 

automation tools websites that were presented in the infographic.  

 

As shown in figure 1, the infographic 10 Top Tools for Social Media Automation, presented 

the tools in a list format and did not include information on the demographics of specific social 

media platforms. The infographic I designed will be concise, interactive, and will be presented as 

a story. It will address the demographics of specific social media platforms and the goal will be 

to address the problem of small businesses not having the time to implement social media even 

though it would be extremely beneficial for small businesses to do so. 

 

The infographic in figure 1, 10 Top Tools for Social Media Automation, does address the 

problem that social media marketing takes time. It also does present social media automation 

tools that can be used to address this problem. However, the infographic focuses only on the 

marketing aspect of social media as it states, “Do you wish you had a little more time in the day 

to achieve all your marketing goals?” I found in my research that social media is implemented in 

businesses for much more than just marketing. Social media can also be used in businesses for 

advertising, employee recruitment, and overall communications with employees, clients, and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Rich_Media_Tags&action=edit&redlink=1
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partners. It is extremely important for small business managers to realize that social media can be 

utilized for more than just achieving their marketing goals. 

 

FIGURE 1: Similar Infographic on the Topic 
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Gathering Data  

 

Secondly, I researched all the data that could potentially be included in the infographic. 

This included not only the numerous social media tools that a small business could use to save 

time when implementing social media but also the demographics of each social media platforms. 

This was not an easy task as there has not been much research conducted on the demographics of 

social media. After I finally found a few articles that did research social media demographics, it 

was extremely difficult to determine how they should be included in the infographic.  

 

After days of mulling it over, I decided if I could design a chart that would show social 

media usage of the different platforms, then interactivity would allow the user to delve even 

further into the specific social media platform demographics. Therefore what would have taken 

many charts and graphs to design in a static infographic, was achieved through one very clear 

and organized triangle bar graph with interactive icons.  

 

The data on social media tools was also so vast I decided that limiting it to the top five 

with a simple textual frame in Piktochart would at least give users a starting point of which 

social media tools they may want to explore first.  

 

IV. PROJECT PRODUCTION 

 

Storytelling 

 

I then began the design process. At first, I wanted it to be an infographic that was a list 

because I wanted to show the small businesses all the social media tools that would help them to 

achieve their social media goals. However, I quickly discovered that small businesses needed to 

think of their customers and the types of social media they used before they could explore the 

different types of social media tools that were out there. “Each business has their own unique 

audience identity, but that segmentation might not pan across each social media network 

successfully” (York). For the message to reach the businesses customers, the small business 

managers needed to understand the demographics of the different social media. Therefore, 

instead of a list infographic, they needed a story. 

 

First, to tell a good story, I needed an eye-catching title that explained what the 

infographic was about. I chose to have the title “Social Media” to have a larger text size to grab 

the immediate point of what the infographic was about. The subtitle had much smaller text size 

but explained more in depth with the wording “Time Saving Tools for Small Businesses”.  

 

Second, I needed to pick the most important points and to summarize them with a few 

words and graphics. I was careful not to have information overload (Katz, 79). An example of 

information overload is a complex table with too many figures and variables but no connections 

(Katz, 79). Not all the information that can be physically put in a table will enhance 

understanding, it will often compromise it (Katz, 79).  
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In this design, I chose to include a triangle bar graph to illustrate the demographics of 

five social media platforms: Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Linked In, and Pinterest. These five 

were studied in Pew Research Center’s Social Media Update 2016 and usage percentages 

presented on the triangle bar graph were obtained from this report. To avoid information 

overload, I decided not to include all the social media platforms but instead focused only on five.  

 

Also, using Piktochart, I included a text frame and pictures of company logos to illustrate 

the top five social media tools for small businesses. I decided not to include all the social media 

tools that are available for small businesses. I also decided to limit the infographic to only a few 

research studies instead of including all the research I had discovered on the topic.  

 

If I had not carefully selected the information presented in the infographic I would 

possibly overwhelm the audience. “Communicating large amounts of information successfully 

requires a certain amount of selection, an analysis of the need weighed against the increased 

difficulty of finding and understanding more” (Katz, 81). 

 

 Thirdly, to best illustrate the infographics story, I chose to include a business women 

character to tell the story. A good way to tell a story is to use a character that leads you through 

the story from the beginning to the end (McGuire). McGuire states “don’t hesitate to use a 

character as a connective feature of your infographic design” (McGuire). I chose the character 

from the images included in Piktochart.  

 

The character guides the viewer with simple language such as “Let’s think of your 

customers. Touch this image to discover its story.” This is in keeping with the design principle of 

forgiveness which states “designs should help people avoid errors and minimize the negative 

consequences of errors when they do occur” (Lidwell, 104). By having a character guide the 

viewer, she offers help as to how to use and view the information presented in the infographic.  

 

Layout 

 

The infographic will use a long form infographic that will be designed using Piktochart 

and ThingLink.  

 

Long form infographics are essentially articles in visual form, usually containing an 

introduction, statistics and interesting facts, and a conclusion (Infographic Design). Long form 

infographics are easy to digest and highly shareable (Infographic Design). McGuire states a long 

form infographic offers enough space to tell a story (McGuire). The most popular infographic 

dimensions are a height that is nine times the width or infographics that make the user scroll for a 

bit (Infographic Design).  

 

 Another important consideration in the design was alignment which is the placement of 

elements such that edges line up along common rows, columns, or their bodies along a common 

center (Lidwell, 24). Alignment creates a sense of unity and cohesion, which contributes to the 

design’s overall aesthetic and perceived stability (Lidwell, 24). It can be a powerful means of 

leading a person through a design. For example, alignment was used in the triangle bar graph 

which included both rows and columns to lead the eyes of the user through the information. I 
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also aligned the entire infographic along a centerline. According to the Universal Principles of 

Design, edges of the design medium (e.g. edge of a page screen) and the natural positions on the 

design medium (e.g. centerlines) should also be considered alignment elements (Lidwell, 24).  

 

Interactivity 

 

Since the infographic is designed for the web it will be also be interactive. Interactive 

infographics have the advantage that no matter how much information it contains the general 

structure of the infographic looks neat and clear (İnanç, Dur, 11). From a user perspective, they 

can view only the information that they need and can use the interactive features of the 

infographic for more detailed information (İnanç, Dur, 11). 

 

An example of the interactivity of the design, is when the user hovers over each of the 

social media icons in the triangle bar graph, they will obtain additional demographic information 

that is specific to that social media. This is shown in Figure 2. This represents iconic 

representation which is the use of pictorial images to improve the recognition and recall of signs 

and controls (Lidwell, 132). In this particular case, icons are used for identification of the 

company logo because it is a well established and recognizable symbol (Lidwell, 132). Lidwell 

states “when the representation has a very well-established and recognizable symbol, then use 

the symbol for maximum effectiveness” (Lidwell, 132). 

 

FIGURE 2: Icon Interactivity 

 

 
 

The user can also hover over each box in the triangle bar graph key for more information 

about each of the social media platforms and then click on to their website. This is illustrated in 

figure 3. 
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FIGURE 3: Social Media Platform Websites 

 

 
 

Another interactive component will be in the text frame part of the infographic that 

includes the top five social media tools. In this portion of the infographic, users will be able to 

click on the company logo of the social media tool and be directed to the website. Also, the 

viewer is able to see the advantages and disadvantages of using that particular social media tool. 

For a visual please see figure 4.  

 

I chose to include a photo of the company logo and the name due to the pi.cture 

superiority effect which states that “pictures are remembered better than words” (Lidwell, 184). 

Memory for pictures and words together is superior to memory for words alone or pictures alone 

(Lidwell, 184). The picture superiority effect is commonly used in design contexts requiring easy 

and accurate recall of information (Lidwell, 184). 

 

If the viewer hovers over “Additional Tools” in the infographic I designed, they can 

explore some current websites that include additional tools. This is shown in figure 4. The 

websites I chose were all written in 2017 and specifically focused on the best social media tools 

for small businesses. 

 

FIGURE 4: Social Media Tools 
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Fonts 

 

Choosing a font can be a difficult decision, and should be based on the characteristics of 

legibility, context, connotation, and appropriateness (Katz, 151). The font chosen for the 

infographic I designed is a sans serif which are often considered to be more appropriate in larger 

sizes and less appropriate for large quantities of text than serif fonts (Katz, 139). This seemed 

like an appropriate choice for this infographic since the infographic was designed with few 

words. San serif fonts also have the advantage of more comfortably moving from light to bold 

and from small to large with little sacrifice to legibility (Katz, 147). 

 

The specific sans serif font that will be used will be the classic, geometric Futura 

(Challand, 2009). “Futura (and its variants) have become an extremely popular typeface for 

countless corporate logos, commercial products, films and advertisements for years” (Challand, 

2009). Futura seemed like the appropriate choice since the infographic was designed for small 

businesses and includes company logos and icons. 

  

Colors  

 

According to the Universal Principles of Design color is used to attract attention, group 

elements. indicate meaning, and enhance aesthetics (Lidwell, 48). In order to achieve aesthetic 

color combination, the background of the infographic will use adjacent colors on the color wheel 

also known as the analogous rule (Lidwell, 48). The colors used will be blue and green which are 

cooler colors. According to the Universal Principles of Design cooler colors are best for 

background elements (Lidwell, 48). After researching different infographic designs, I chose the 

color scheme below to separate each section of the infographic with the goal of attracting 

attention and grouping elements. Colors should be used conservatively and should be limited to 

what the eye can process at one glance (Lidwell, 48). For this reason, I chose only three colors 

for background elements and limited the triangle bar graph to five key colors.  

 

FIGURE 5: Aesthetic Colors  

 

 
 

Both blue and green are cool colors which give a sense of calm and professionalism 

(Chapman). Both colors are very appropriate for the background colors of the infographic being 

that the intended audience is small business managers and owners. 
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Blue is appropriate for a business infographic for a variety of reasons including the fact 

that it is the most universally favored color of all and is therefore the safest to use (Color Meanings 

in Business). Blue represents trust, honesty and dependability, therefore helping to build customer 

loyalty (Color Meanings in Business). In the business world blue indicates confidence, reliability, 

and responsibility (Color Meanings in Business). It is ideal for an infographic on social media 

management tools because hi-tech and computer technology businesses can benefit from most 

shades of blue (Color Meanings in Business). 

 

The light blue I used in the title background is both refreshing and friendly (Chapman). 

This was appropriate for the background that displayed the title of the infographic. Whereas, the 

darker blue that I used for background of the triangle bar graph represents strength and reliability 

(Chapman). This was appropriate for a triangle bar graph that focused on the social media 

platform demographics.   

 

In the business world green suggests “something new and fresh” and often represents 

growth and stability making this an appropriate choice for this infographic (Color Meanings in 

Business). Green motivates people to join social groups and satisfies their need to belong which 

made green an ideal choice of color for the background of the top time saving social media 

management tools for small businesses (Color Meanings in Business).  I specifically chose a 

bright green because it is more emerging and vibrant which I hoped would create excitement for 

using and exploring these social media tools (Chapman).  

 

I chose a contrasting color of orange for the title font. Orange is a warm color and is best 

used for foreground elements when designing (Lidwell, 48). Orange is a complimentary color for 

the title background as shown in figure 6. 

 

 

FIGURE 6: Complementary colors for title 

 

 
 

Orange is a very vibrant and energetic color which is appropriate to draw attention to the 

title of the infographic. In designs, orange commands attention and is often considered friendlier 

and more inviting, and less in-your-face than red (Chapman). In business, orange should be 

applied sparingly as it tends to be the most disliked color in the western world (Color Meanings 

in Business). For the infographic designed for this project, I chose to include orange only for the 
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title, because orange is stimulating for social communication which is the topic of this project. 

(Color Meanings in Business). 

 

When choosing the colors for the triangle bar graph I wanted to stick to the colors 

associated with the identity of the social media platform. Therefore, I researched the main hex 

colors which are true to the social media platform colors. For example, Twitter uses blue hex 

#00b6f1; Instagram uses magenta hex #c32aa3; and Pinterest uses red hex #cb2027. There were 

a few challenges with this strategy.  

 

I discovered that three of the social media platforms use blue: Twitter, Facebook, and 

LinkedIn. I wanted more contrast and distinction amongst the colors therefore I decided not to 

have three shades of blue in the triangle bar graph. I also had previously determined that a blue 

background would be ideal for the triangle bar graph which further complicated the situation. I 

wanted the colors in the triangle bar graph to show up against the dark blue background. 

 

 For LinkedIn, I decided to choose a color on the accent palette which I found on the 

LinkedIn Corporation website at https://brand.linkedin.com/visual-identity/color-palettes. The 

LinkedIn accent palette consists of four bright colors chosen to have high visibility. In this case, I 

chose accent orange hex #E68523, to show color distinction among the different social media 

platforms.  

 

Facebook was the most challenging because the main hex color did not show up well at 

all against the background I had chosen. Therefore, I chose a secondary color hex #9cacd1, 

which is a bluish grey color to represent Facebook on the triangle bar graph. 

 

V.   INFOGRAPHIC MAINTENANCE PLAN  

 

Since I designed an interactive infographic for the web, I needed to create a maintenance 

plan to assure the information presented is current and accurate; links are functioning; and the 

users can access the infographic quickly.  

 

Weekly 

 

Weekly I will ensure the infographic is loading properly, check for broken links, and check for 

404 errors. Broken links or links with 404 errors will be fixed or redirected. 

 

Monthly 

 

Monthly I will review infographic statistics using ThingLink and check infographic loading 

speed. 

 

Quarterly 

 

Quarterly, I will make any improvements to the content and test the infographic to ensure that it 

looks and displays properly on the most popular browsers and mobile devices. 

 

https://brand.linkedin.com/visual-identity/color-palettes
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Yearly 

Yearly, I will consider updating the design of the infographic. 

V. PROJECT ANALYSIS 

Challenges 

 

One of the challenges was learning to use the ThingLink software since I have never used 

it before. It was interesting to learn its capabilities and to explore some of the features in greater 

depth. There is always a learning curve when exploring a new software program. For example, 

the triangle bar graph and the text frame were designed in Piktochart and the linking to websites 

and the hovering options were designed in ThingLink. Therefore, at first it was a challenge when 

I needed to change the Piktochart graphics to keep the linking and hovering the same but to have 

the graphics changed. I also learned how to hide an icon when I linked the social media 

platforms in the triangle bar graph. ThingLink has many options available for interactivity 

especially as it relates to telling a story using a graphic and icons.  

 

 Another challenge was deciding how much interactivity to include on the infographic. 

With the interactivity there is the potential to include much detailed information, however, the 

question was how much information would be needed to achieve my goals. Even though long 

form infographics allow the designer to pack more information into one graphic than shorter 

versions, it’s important not to go overboard (McGuire). Long form infographics should be 

coherent, with a tight design (McGuire). I decided to limit information in a variety of ways. I 

limited the triangle bar graph to five social media platforms based on Pew Research Center’s 

Social Media Update by Shannon Greenwood, Andrew Perrin and Maeve Duggan. I also limited 

the amount of words that the user would read when hovering over the social media icons. I didn’t 

want to overwhelm the viewer with unnecessary text. For the textual frame, I chose to base the 

information on the article 5 Tools to Make the Best Social Media for Small Businesses by Josh 

Hall. There are many articles out there on this topic, but I limited the choices to just five. I chose 

an article that was up to date as it was published on June 22, 2017.  

 

 That brings to the forefront another challenge which was deciding which social media 

tools to highlight in the infographic. It includes the top five social media management tools for 

small businesses, however, if the viewer hovers over “Additional Tools” they will be directed to 

additional websites that include even more social media tools. I chose to include only the 

websites that were from 2017 and focused specifically on social media tools for small 

businesses. This presented four more opinions on the best social media tools for small businesses 

in 2017. I chose to limit this due to currency and topic focus which helped to deal with the 

challenge of there being an overwhelming amount of social media management tools available.  

 

A further challenge was deciding which websites I would send the viewer to for 

additional resources. I decided that each social media platform would be linked in the triangle 

bar graph through the triangle bar graph key and through the triangle graph itself. Also, each of 

the social media tools would be linked to their website. The additional tools websites were 

http://www.pewinternet.org/author/sgreenwood/
http://www.pewinternet.org/author/aperrin/
http://www.pewinternet.org/author/mduggan/
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limited to the most current websites that specifically focused on social media tools for small 

businesses. 

 

Project Limitations 

 

One of the limitations of this project was that I was unable to present the demographics 

for all the social media platforms that exist. Due to the sheer number of social media platforms 

available, I had to limit the number included in the infographic. For that reason, there are many 

social media platforms that could have been included but weren’t. Research was very limited on 

the demographics of specific social media platforms and most of the research was conducted by 

the Pew Research Center. Therefore, it seemed logical to focus on the most current research that 

was conducted by the Pew Research Center. However, there were other studies that could have 

been included in the infographic but weren’t since it was impossible to include all available 

information due to information overload.  

 

 Another limitation is that social media management tools are constantly changing. There 

are many new and different social media management tools that come out every year. Although, 

I chose to include the top social media tools for 2017, this could change drastically by the year 

2018. With the addition of new social media management tools, some of the older applications 

could cease to exist or simply not be as popular with the addition of new products. Also, the 

social media management tools themselves are updated every year so potentially the advantages 

and disadvantages of the social media management tools I highlighted could change with the 

passage of time. However, some social media management tools have stood the passage of time 

and have been around for many years. For example, Buffer which I highlighted in the 

infographic was implemented in 2011 and is still a top social media management tool even 

today. 

 

 Another limitation is color blindness or color vision deficiency which affects around 1 in 

12 men and 1 in 200 women worldwide (Collinge). I used different colors to differentiate 

sections and categories of information in the infographic. If someone were color blind they may 

not be able to differentiate the differences in the shades of blue and green in the design. In this 

project I did address color blindness by using both color and symbols; limiting the amount of 

colors that were included in the design; and by carefully selecting contrasting colors and shades 

(Collinge). It can still be a problem though for color blind individuals to distinguish red, green, 

or blue light which means they could experience the content differently than I expect (Collinge). 

 

 Finally, it is important to note that there are many opinions as to which social media 

management tools are the best for small businesses. It is up to the viewer to explore the different 

options that are out there and decide for their business. This infographic was designed to help 

small businesses decide which social media platforms and tools might be most appropriate for 

them. Unfortunately, there is no clear-cut answer as to which social media management tools 

would be best as it is up to individual interpretation. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

 

Meeting Objectives 

 

The original project objective was to create an information graphic that using Piktochart 

and ThingLink software to visually display the tools small businesses can use to save time when 

implementing social media. The finished project meets these objectives because it tells the story 

of the time saving social media tools for small businesses through a story character, a triangle bar 

graph, icons, company logos, and interactivity. 

 

Future Project Directions 

 

Future projects should focus on different social media platforms and the specific 

demographics of each of those platforms. As of this writing, research on the demographics of 

social media platforms is very limited. In the future this will be more feasible as additional 

research will likely be conducted on the demographics of social media platforms. To be of the 

most benefit, future designs should address the most current research of that time as research 

studies easily become outdated with the passage of time. 

 

Future projects should focus on the current social media management tools of that time 

which may vary from the infographic I created in 2017. Technology is constantly changing, and 

a new year may bring even better social management tools for small businesses to utilize.    

 

Future projects should include different patterns and textures instead of color for 

elements that require emphasis such as in the triangle bar graph. It can be hard for color blind 

users to interpret graphs and charts; therefore, the inclusion of textures and patterns would 

eliminate this limitation. Patterns and texture were beyond the capabilities of the software 

programs for this project but utilizing different software could allow for these capabilities. 

 

Summary 

 

The infographic I designed is a useful tool for a small business looking to save time when 

implementing social media. It demonstrates the usage and demographics of five social media 

platforms: Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Pinterest. In addition, it gives detailed 

information about five time saving social media management tools: Buffer, IFTTT, Cyfe, Rite 

Tag, and Canva. There is also an opportunity for the viewer to explore additional tools by 

viewing current websites that focus on social media tools for small businesses. 

 

The infographic tells the story of how to save time by first challenging the small business 

manager to think of the customer and the types of social media platforms they use. It then leads 

the small business manager to the social media management tools that would allow them to save 

time when implementing social media. 

 

Throughout the design and research process, the infographic was redesigned to better 

achieve the original goals of telling a story, showing the demographics of specific social media 

platforms, and providing the various tools needed for a small business to save time. I felt that 
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with each redesign I conducted the infographic became more visually appealing and was better 

able to serve the needs of the audience. 

  

My hope is to encourage small businesses to implement social media for marketing, 

advertising, employee recruitment, and overall communications with employees, clients, and 

partners. However, I am hoping my infographic will not only encourage them to implement 

social media but also help to solve the problem of social media consuming much time and 

dedication for it to work effectively. 
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